[Determination of mutation frequency at loci of glycophorin A and T-cell receptors: informativeness for biological dosimetry of acute and prolonged irradiation].
The frequencies of somatic mutations at loci of glycophorin A (GPA) and T-cell receptor (TCR) were determined in persons exposed professionally to ionizing radiation or a result of accidents at nuclear power plants and in control donors. Dependence of glycophorin A mutant (NO) cell frequency on doses of acute (up to 3.5 Gy) and prolonged (up to 15.0 Gy) irradiation was shown. The slope of linear regression corresponded to increase of NO-mutant frequency by 31.1 x 10(-6)/Gy (r = 0.87, p < 0.0001) for acute irradiation and by 6.3 x 10(-6)/Gy (r = 0.61, p < 0.0001) for prolonged one. The 5-fold decrease of the linear regression slope in the case of prolonged irradiation makes significantly worse permissive ability of the GPA test. Therefore its use for biological dosimetry of prolonged irradiation is not expedient in dose interval up to 1 Gy. The frequency of mutations in genes of T-cell receptor significantly correlated with dose of irradiation only in group of donors with recent radiation exposure (r = 0.75, p = 0.0002). Meanwhile, the TCR method is more sensitive and informative for biological dosimetry of recent radiation, than the GPA test.